3 Main Words:

Corrupt  Misguided  Unified

How was I influenced to pick these words?

I choose the word corrupt because I wanted to show breaking points and success points that are all vital in a community that growing stronger, with different people in a community it becomes
stronger. Corrupt in my opinion is another word for success with corruptness and chaos comes organization and happiness. For example, I choose misguided because often times people are misguided into thinking that there is only one way something can work because it has worked that way for many years, but it’s better to change and stop being misguided and try something new that can make the community stronger. I choose unified because despite the different people that are seen in our community they all come together in the end and realize that they all need each other in order to survive. The general message I was trying to capture in my wordle was how corrupt a community can be, but there are positive sides to having if be different such as new ideas that are being made when different minds come together and how they all work together despite their differences to make a thriving community.
Personal Aesthetics and Values:

Personally I believe that a well-functioning community is bonded together through the different personalities of people. For example it's helpful to have a community filled with different people with different jobs like doctors, architects, dancers, police officers, business men and women, and firemen. All of these people are different but they all help make the community stronger with the extra help in different areas that people need to survive. I want to capture this in the dances Ayanna and I are creating by using different types of dance and dancers.
Community: is a group of people living in the same place or having a particular characteristic in common.

Synonyms: Group, body, set, circle
Antonyms: disagreement, dissimilarly

Individual: single; separate
Synonyms: sole, original, alone, personal
Antonyms: combines, common, general

Mosaic: Is a picture or pattern produced by arranging together small colored pieces of hard material, such as stone, tile, or glass. It's not something that is whole it has to be made up of different things. It can be used to describe a single piece in the art like an indivual. It can be affect like a disease like how it takes on person to get everyone else sick it can take one piece to be misplaced and it will ruin the whole mosaic.
How does this relate to me?

PCCA Dance Department

I think that the PCCA dance department it well known in the world many people graduate from this program and go on to be professional dancers. For my community the PCCA Dance Department has great training that not only challenges student artistically in dance but also academically. I think it is important to the community because not many other places in the world can provided a healthy, fun, and challenging program like this one. We are exposed to the dance world and provided with guidance from past alumni about what it’s like to become a professional dancer. We have many master classes form professionals in the community and from around the world. We host many auditions from national companies. This program can be very helpful if you as an individual work hard.
